Author Rights Pilot
Library & Information Science

Now Including Archives & Heritage

Licenses
Authors no longer assign copyright...
...instead they sign our ‘License to Publish’ form.
This grants Taylor & Francis permission to publish the scholarly Version of Record.

Green Open Access
Authors are exempt from any embargo period on Author Original Manuscript & Accepted Manuscript versions of their articles.

Your Rights as a Copyholder Include:
- Making printed copies for lectures or classroom use
- Presenting and distributing copies at a conference
- Sharing with colleagues copies in published form
- The right to use in a thesis

Make your article more discoverable. Take advantage of our zero embargo period.
Taylor & Francis launched the new **author rights pilot** for our 35 Library & Information Science journals.

Following the successful uptake of this initiative, we are now able to announce the addition of all Archives & Heritage journals to the author rights pilot.

**Guiding you through getting published**

Are you looking to get your research published but not sure where to start? Visit the Taylor & Francis Author Services website for guidance, developments, news and ideas on everything from choosing the right journal to promoting your research, plus every step in between.

**Useful Resources**

- journalauthors.tandf.co.uk
- @tandfauthorserv / @LibraryLantern
- tandfauthorservices / routledgelibraryscience

[journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/copyright/authorrightspilot.asp](http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/copyright/authorrightspilot.asp)